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1993
1995
reviewed by richard D poll professor emeritus of history western illinois university

this

an interesting provocative tedious titillating mistitled
mis titled
informative tendentious and important book
an endorsement on the back cover describes Bbrigham
bigham young
igham
faith as a foray into some of the tensions which
university A house of
offaitb
have bedeviled the history of the school the books central issue is
summarized in the words of BYU alumnus and former university of
oregon president 0 meredith wilson the tensions between a
vigorous church and a vigorous university are greater than many may
suppose 367 words in a similar vein taken from the 1980 valedictory
of former BYU president dallin H oaks conclude both the first and
last chapters A genuine mingling of the insights of reason and
difficult 45 367
revelation is infinitely
gary bergera and ronald priddis both 1980 graduates of BYU
have organized their prodigious research into nine chapters the first
growth and development surveys the university s 110 year history
devoting sections to each of the eight presidential administrations
having established a structural framework the authors then consider
the following subjects or problem areas integrating religion and
academics
standards and the honors code
organic evolution
partisan politics and the university
controversy
student governintercollegiate athletics
ment social clubs and newspapers
arts entertainment and literature and academics and intellectual
pursuits A twenty page pictorial insert 130 pages of endnotes and
a good index complete the volume
episodes that receive detailed treatment include the peterson
embroglio
chamberlin evolution controversy the wilkinson spy imbroglio
the racial protests involving BYU athletics and the looking for
mr goodbar censorship affair curricular and extracurricular
ramifications of the institutional concern about proper sexual behavior
are described the difficulties inherent in assigning moral significance
to such ephemeral social phenomena as styles in dress dance music
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and the visual arts are also noted tighter editing would have eliminated
some of the trivia grammatical lapses and name errors for example
nobel waite 29 roman J andrus and russel B swenson 370
anyone who reads far enough into the book to discover that
karl G maeser was the son of two unmarried working class
Luth erans 5 and that a member of the 1900 cluff expedition sold
lutherans
his mule to buy liquor 11 will agree that the book is both interesting
and titillating in the text and endnotes is evidence that the researchers
paid particular attention to documentary footprints made by feet of clay
anyone who reads through the chapter on athletics only about
10 percent of which is relevant to the books theme will likely find
the going tedious the chapters on university standards and on
student activities also have episodes that parallel in loco parentis and
generation gap controversies on hundreds of college and university
campuses secular as well as church related if the test of relevance to
the revelation reason issue had been applied to everything that went
into this book it would be significantly shorter and better
nevertheless the book brought me to a fuller appreciation of the
complexity of the church university relationship as 1I looked through
Prid diss eyes into the minutes correspondence and
Ber
geras and priddiss
bergeras
bergeris
journals of the men except for coeds there are very few women in
this history who had the responsibility for defining and managing
the relationship somewhere in the book is the rueful observation of
one of BYUs presidents that BYU has more people involving themselves
in its administration than almost any other school the book amply
demonstrates the frustrations of all who have occupied the presidential
chair
I1 was also impressed by how much the authors have learned about
their subject they treat in some detail three episodes in which 1I was
a central figure and bergera and priddis know more about them than
I1 do
the placement of the endnotes make them inconvenient to use but
no one who reads the book will want to ignore them full as they are
the notes do not give sources for some of the items for example the
reported dismissal of at least six faculty for lack of testimony
65
moreover the book does only partial justice to the subject of
tensions between faith and freedom at the lords university partly
because it sometimes digresses and partly because a hidden agenda
clouds its objectivity it is provocative in both the affirmative
stimulating and negative aggravating sense
pro vocations stem from what are for me serious
the aggravating provocations
problems with brigham young university A houfe
house of faith people
who buy the book on the basis of its title are entitled to seek redress
the truthfulness in packaging statutes they may be shocked
under me
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angered or disillusioned by what they read but they will learn little
about how well or how badly the university has discharged its charter
mission to preserve and propagate the faith furthermore they will not
emerge from the reading with a very clear picture of how the university
has tried to balance the competing claims of faith and reason because the
battles blunders intrigues and idiosyncrasies that fill these pages are
not assimilated into persuasive generalizations or long range conclusions
indeed the issues of revelation reason and church university are
uninvolved or only marginally involved in some of the controversial
episodes about politics aesthetics and history that the book describes
in detail the personal opinions and tastes of some of the university s
administrators and trustees have generated some of the most intense
and unfortunate encounters with faculty and students bergera and
priddis do not distinguish between differences of opinion disagreements
over management style academic challenges to ecclesiastical doctrine
and disputes in which the issue is obedience to authority
A more appropriate title for this volume would be brigham young
the story because that titie
university the other side ofthe
title
tide
tlde would explain
odthe
of tae
its genesis as well as its substance the authors like some other readers
ofbyu
of the authorized centennial histories of
BYU ernest L wilkinson ed
brigham young university the first one hundred years 4 vols provo
BYU press 1975 76 and ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen
brigham young university A school of destiny provo BYU press
were dissatisfied with what they saw as excessively eulogistic
1976
and apologetic elements in the works as a whole and particularly in
the treatment of the wilkinson years to redress the imbalance bergera
and priddis produced a work with a pronounced andi
antl wilkinson bias
anti
somewhere between the damning with faint praise of bergera
priddis and the praising with faint damns of wilkinson skousen
lies the truth about the energetic able insecure dedicated devious
visionary irrepressible pugnacious and lonely man who did more than
anyone else to make BYU what it has become if only he could have
ror
hor
for faculty
understood that neither employee nor enemy is a synonym forfaculty
the bias in the large part of the book that deals with the wilkinson
years is different from that in the remainder academic and individual
freedom are preferred to religious dogmatism and authoritarianism
throughout and the authors favorite administrators are those who have
most vigorously defended these freedoms among the early presidents
franklin harris and benjamin cluff are given white hats while
howard mcdonald george brimhall and karl maeser wear shades of
and jeffrey holland are also given gray hats but with
gray dallin oaks andjeffrey
white linings in contrast ernest wilkinson wears a ten gallon black
stetson with a blue and white band that acknowledges his contributions
to the physical dimensions of the university
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authors are hardly reverential in their handling of the
sponsoring church but they find friends as well as foes of intellectual
freedom among LDS general authorities who are individually and
collectively present in the story the range of opinions and the variety
of influences brought to bear on the university are particularly
delineated in the chapters on evolution politics and arts and letters
incidentally the 1911 evolution controversy is given similar treatment
in bergera priddis and wilkinson skousen whereas the later and
unfortunately still on
going disputations
disputatious about how god organized
ongoing
the earth and man that the authorized histories ignore are extensively
detailed in brigham young university A house of faith
if the title of the book may mislead some the content has
obviously misled or confirmed the bias of at least one reviewer in
ea
a long commentary in the salt lake tribune 2 december 1985 ea
e2 e9
jack goodman claims support in bergera priddis for describing BYU
as a school whose faculty members past and present fear to teach
many subjects fully and honestly a school which under wilkinson
resembled an academic siberia
this is absurd
bergera and priddis show how institutional policies excluding some
speakers and entertainments and restricting the journalistic enterprise
of some students have created a parochial campus environment but
the limited attention they give to academics includes almost nothing
on what actually happens in classrooms like the authorized BYU
histories and college and university histories as a literary type this book
has little to say about the central business of higher education teachers
and students engaging one another in the pursuit of knowledge and

understanding

these authors also demonstrate that BYU has never had the degree

of faculty autonomy and power that american higher education
idealizes this circumstance is unfortunate in my view not merely
because it makes phi beta kappa recognition unavailable to the best
BYU students but because it has at times deprived the administration
of the full benefit of the ideas and talents of a faculty that surely must
be one of the most loyal and united anywhere other consequences
of arbitrary administrative control over employment policies have been
that a few academically qualified faculty applicants have been denied
appointment a larger number have elected not to apply a few people
of questionable credentials have been employed and some well
qualified people have left the university for professional opportunities
elsewhere some self censorship in the classroom handling of a few
sensitive topics has probably occurred and a certain amount of
faculty time and energy has been spent in venting frustrations of a
academic ians on more conventional campuses
different sort than engage academicians
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not to say and bergera and priddis do not say that the
result is a substandard educational siberia one who reads the book
is

carefully will discover as anyone really familiar with BYU already knows
that even within the closely supervised sphere of religious education
a range of faculty perspectives and an occasional flirtation with
heterodoxy may be found and by no means all of the visiting experts
who speak on religious themes follow a mormon party line in the
rest of the university where a very small part of the curriculum relates
to academic matters in which the sponsoring church has an institutional
interest almost all subjects are presented in about the same way as
at other universities this is partly because even mormon faculty
members tend to teach what they were taught in non mormon graduate
schools and partly because they find no unmanageable tensions
between their academic and religious consciences furthermore
the options for imposing outside viewpoints on the teacher in the
classroom without jeopardizing accreditation are quite limited and
no administration or board of trustees has cared to take that risk

even in the unfortunate postsenatorial
post senatorial election phase of the
wilkinson presidency what went on within the classrooms of the
teachers whose story this book tells in detail was not significantly
affected by what was going on outside having been there with
richard wirthlin ray hillam kenneth davies louis midgley and other
faculty radicals who were objects of administrative concern and at
the same time having helped to develop an intellectually demanding
honors program and having taught the required course in american
history and institutions to several thousand students I1 object to the
suggestion that BYU students then or now are shortchanged
shortchanger in the
content or integrity of their academic courses intellectually curious
undergraduates are the exception as they are at almost all other
universities but they are present and their curiosity grows between
their freshman and senior years lazy lousy and lopsided teachers are
also found but there is no institutional bias in their favor
ang
As reviewer of
euith
ham young university A house offaith
faith I1 must
obrigham
bngaam
oBrig
of eulth
finally consider the ethical questions posed by research which purports
to be what it is not some of the content of this book comes from sources
to which the authors did not have authorized access they imply as
much when they say of the board of trustees and executive committee
minutes and of the presidential papers that are heavily used some
duplicates are located in various archives and in private hands 369
the propriety of citing the original documents as these authors do
rather than the copies that were actually used must certainly be
challenged the propriety of using copies of restricted materials that
may have been made by others without authorization must also be
challenged the authors have done an impressive job of gathering
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interesting and sometimes sensitive materials from a wide range of
accessible archival and personal sources but this book could not have
been written and it is this reviewers opinion that it would not have
been undertaken if the authors had not also had access to a large
amount of material copied by a person or persons unknown at least
to me from files to which access is restricted much of the copying
probably took place in connection with the production of the authorized
BYU histories but the provenance of some of the post 1976 items is
a mystery

restrictions on access to information are hard to enforce in a free
society as recent spy trials remind us but those who generate private
documents are entitled to limit their use unlike the no holds
barred standards of expose journalism the canons of historical
professionalism recognize and respect this entitlement
brigham young university A house offaith
of faith is an important book
because it confronts us with this standard of scholarship because it
reinforces our skepticism about commemorative histories because it
throws light despite its digressions and ad adhominems
hominems
bomi
homi
hominess
nems
news on the special
problems of revealed truth versus academic truth and because it
demonstrates that the fate of BYU has always been in the hands of
trustees administrators teachers and students whose shared desire to
serve god does not always generate unanimity on how to run a
university
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